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Chapter 1

03e9f5c0-0

1.1 DEMOS
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D001 SPACE-ACE UNPACK
Brillant sequence to Dragon lair demo. same again
fantastic speech/animation. get it a must

D002 DRAGON LAIR II UNPACK
Short but brillant animation/speech of the game
more cartoon animation than a games

D003 ALPHA-OMEGA UNPACK
Brillant Animation of Alpha-omega logo, ray trace
animation ( could be the best yet), and many more

D004 NORTHSTAR ACID DEMO UNPACK
Music based demo with a couple of intros then the menu screen with
bobs scrolling etc and a choice tunes

D005 TURTLEMANIA UNPACK
dedmo of Teenage Mutant Hero Turtles with hand
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draw pictures of the turtles.

D006 MAGIC ROUNDABOUT UNPACK
VU meters, scrolling text, and Magic Roundabout music!.

D007 EVIL DEAD UNPACK
Very creepy animatiom, and you can blast the Zombies using the mouse.

D009 CRUSADER BACTERIA DEMO. UNPACK
Brillant and very original demo of a cassette player playing music.
with the mouse you can operate all the function just like any real
cassete deck.E,G Sound, fastfordward/rewindes ect.excellent.

D011 MULTITASKING UNPACK
Great demo to show what is multitasking, and why multitasking is
nesserary.

D012 SPACED OUT UNPACK
Very original Music based demo with picture of 4 monitors flashing
up graphics in time to the music.

D013 FRAXION REVENGES UNPACK
funny short animation of how to choped, chained saw and shoot pepole.

WARNING DO NOT DO THIS IN REAL LIFE.

D014 AMOS DEMOS UNPACK
A Demo of AMOS the game creator, show what it can do.

D015 LSD ADICTIONS 37 UNPACK
Collection of some great demo. Intro, Symbisis Warpzones, endless
piracy ect many more compact on 1 disks.

D016 DEAD DANCE THRASH UNPACK
Very good music based demo with great music. ect

D017 XENOMORPHS
UNPACK

Very good collection of demo, Xenomorphs, Just Filled, Duck Demo,
Equa-Logo, Storm 3D Bobs intro Spirit Is Alive and Scoopex Marbles

D018 SINGING TOILETS UNPACK
Music based demo from Crusaders with a very unusual VU meter display,
sound tracking by Dr Awsome the tracks are Eagle, Niteflite, On The
Run Ten Feet Away, Smoke On The Water (Deep Purple),Doctor Doctor
and Get Outta My House.

D019 TOTAL DESTRUCTION UNPACK
By Crionics nice graphics, some of the best copper effects demo.

D020 BRAT-DEMO UNPACK
Very playable few level of this brillant games.

D021 DINASAURS compilation. UNPACK
Compilation of shorts demos, slideshow ect and a very good Asteroid
game (identical to the arcades classic).

D022 ASIA GHOSTWRITER UNPACK
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Very weird text display demo.And you can creat your own weird

D024 FS MEGA DEMO no 1 UNPACK
4 good demo compliation includes Duel Smooth Criminal,ect ect,

D025 FS MEGA DEMO no 2 UNPACK
Good collection of 6 great demo compact on 1 disk

includes It sold demo,complex 1&2,hurricane ect,

D027 GOLBAL TRASH UNPACK
Brillant collection of 3D vector animation,
raytrace animations and plasma ect.excellent disk

D028 M-FIELD UNPACK
excellent 3 demo include anarchy. with animation ect

D029 BUDBRAIN MEGADEMO (2DISK) DISK A DISK B
3 part animation of a burglary and what happens to him,Plus
a few small demos, and slide from the Hustler an American adult
joke magazine, some of these are a bit sick hence (18).

D031 RAY OF HOPE II UNPACK
Could be the best Copper effect animation yet seen on the AMIGA

D033 PHENOMENA UNPACK
Brillant demo from Sweden with bobs,vector, 3D Raytrace Graphics,
Trip to Mars, Light Source World, Star Wars Scroller.super value

D034 SLEEPING BAG MEGA-DEMO UNPACK
Very good Demo from Horizon with raytraced animation.(1mb)

D035 THAMES TV DEMO UNPACK
Good copy animation of the tv thames demo even the music sound just
right, Plus Kent demo and Saxion demo.

D036 TRASHCAN UNPACK
Demo with some nice brillant graphics by Wizzcat

D037 XENOMORPHS (1mb) UNPACK
By Robots and Fractalmania on here.

D038 WARRIORS COMPACT 1 UNPACK
Brainstorm ESA demo, Image Software 3615 Gen4 demo, Gatekeeper
demo Illusion, Armada Bob demo & XCopy 3 demo Powerlords UK.

D039 ROBOTS DEMO 1 UNPACK
Spreadpoint, Poi-Poi(1Mb), Rebels, Slipstream, Anarchy, Aconhair,
Vertigo and Mr Munk game compiled by Terminator. (1mb)

D040 VIRTUAL WORLDS UNPACK
Brillant demo of a space ship travel to an unknow newly found solar
system then land at the ocean. like watch A mini movies

D042 SIMPSONS MEGADEMO UNPACK
Rude and violent cartoon demo from Insanity hence the (18).

D043 BUDBRAIN MEGADEMO 2 UNPACK
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Another good demo from Budbrain including Madonna Phyco Demo, 2

D044 DRAGONS MEGADEMO UNPACK
goods collection of 6 part demo with scrolling text, bobs and
some nice graghics.

D045 ALCATRAZ (3Disk) UNPACK DISK A DISK B DISK C
Massive multi section withs lots of good sound/music

D048 DARKNESS UNPACK
Very good collection of demo , Plus the most original menue
screen yet seen. brillant.

D049 WANGLES UNPACK
good colour cycle animations eg.wave the best I
seen yet and some very fancy graphic animation.

PINK FLOYD THE WALL (5 DISK)
Massive and very good demo with ideas taken from the film, includes
lot of sampled Pink Floyd music,some excellent graphics and animation
needs 2 drives

D050 PINK FLOYD THE WALL A UNPACK
D051 PINK FLOYD THE WALL B UNPACK
D052 PINK FLOYD THE WALL C UNPACK
D053 PINK FLOYD THE WALL D UNPACK
D054 PINK FLOYD THE WALL E UNPACK
D055 PINK FLOYD THE WALL F UNPACK

D056 FASHIONATIONG UNPACK
great demo from Fashion with great graphics.

D057 ROBOTS MEGADEMO UNPACK
Multipart demo with not a bad little game at the end

D062 PREDATORS 2 disk UNPACK DISK A DISK B
Good demo contained usual bob, 3D, Scrolling, short animation ect.
also two games lightcycles and Combat.

D064 FS MIXED DEMO UNPACK
8 demo compact on 1 disk includes fractal mania.ect ect.
great colection.

D068 SAM FOX BIG BOBS UNPACK
Great demo with a super sound track and animated
bobs of this lovely page 3/pop singer star.

D070 INSPIRATION IS NONE UNPACK
raytrace, and lot of fractal slideshow pic.

D072 BIRD OF PREYS UNPACK
Brillant animation of two F16 interceptor two Rusisan MIG and blow it
out of the sky. with amazing sound the best graphic animation.

D074 DECAY SIMPSON DEMO UNPACK
lot of short animation mixed together in a three screen demo good
sound track.
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D076 CONTACT HAS BEEN MADE UNPACK
Weird demo, lot of doctor who pic who flash up in a monitor screen.

D078 ANACHY SYSTEM VIOLATION UNPACK
Excellent demo with lot of new effect that I have not seen on the
Amiga. get it

D080 TWILIGHT ZONE UNPACK
Sample of the film, and a Samurai warrior demo

D082 FORGEMASTER PACK 1 UNPACK
Good six demos compilation.

D083 FORGEMASTER PACK 2 UNPACK
same as above with sevens demos compilation.

D090 STAR-WARS DEMO (2-DISK) UNPACK DISKK A DISKK A
Very good STAR-WAR with very clear speech and some great aniamtion
clip from the films. well worth getting just to show it to your
ATARI owner friend. VG (2 Disk)

D092 WILDS COPPER MEGALO DEMO UNPACK
Average demo includes workBench hack and three
brillant sound track.very cool music

D094 UNKNOW TERITORY UNPACK
Usual scroll demo but with some of the largest scroll text I have seen
---------------------------

THIS is the ultimated in demo. last 45 minuted pack with the most
brillant animation rarely see in a demo. GET TOP MARK FROM ALL
MAGAZINES REVIEW. BRILLANT

D097 ODDYSEE (Disks A) UNPACK
D098 ODDYSEE (Disks B) UNPACK
D099 ODDYSEE (Disks C) UNPACK
D100 ODDYSEE (Disks D) UNPACK
D101 ODDYSEE (Disks E) UNPACK

----------------------------

D105 ANARCHY DIGITAL INNOVATION UNPACK
Good demo last about 25 minute with lot of 3D fill vector, fractal ect

D108 DESPAIR UNPACK

--------------------
D110 HARDWIRED (2 Disks) UNPACK DISK A DISK B

ANOTHER Brillant demo the second best after ODDYSEE. Breath taken
graphic and animation hard to choose from the two.

D114 DEATH-STAR MEGADEMO (2DISK) UNPACK DISK A DISK B
Good demo with loads of fill vecctor, scoll message. worth getting.

D116 SIMPLES STUFF UNPACK
Good Commpilation of 5 demos (ignore the title)
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D118 STAR-TREK MEGA DEMO (2DISK) UNPACK DISK A DISK B
Brillant collection star trek animation and music. well worth getting.

D120 1911 VOYAGE UNPACK
Brillant demo lot of fill vector, great fx well recommend.

D122 RED DEVILS DEMO 9 UNPACK
Compilatin of 4 good demo

D123 PACMAN DEMO UNPACK
Good compilation of 6 demo. (18)

D124 ECSTASY MULTIDEMO UNPACK
Good compilation demo include wonder boy, busy paradised ect.

D126 NORTH STAR MEGADEMO (2DISK) UNPACK DISK A DISK B
Very good multi demo lot of new effect ect load of vector, fractal ect.

D129 ZEN PACK 7 UNPACK
Another good multidemo lot of scroll, fill vector ect.

D130 MAYHEM PARTY COLLECTION UNPACK
Very good 8 demos compilation.

D132 CRONIC NEVERWHERE UNPACK
Another brillant demo very similar to‘ TRIP TO MAR ‘ worth in any
collection.

D134 HACHTRICK DEMO UNPACK
Quite good demo with used of scroll message and digitized pic of
dancing girls.

D135 DRAGON COMPILATION UNPACK
Very good demo, lot of copper , scoll effect.

D136 COMA UNPACK
Averges demo, usual scoll text, vector ect.

D137 THE 7 ATTEMP UNPACK
Very good multipart demo specially an animated copy a
23 CENTRY fox logo.

D138 FORGEMASTER PACK III UNPACK
Very good 4 part demo, france, duckland ect.

D140 SCOOPEX MENTAL HANGOVER UNPACK
USual multi part demo with great sound track.

D143 GOLDARE MEGADEMO UNPACK
Continues demo in cludes the Multants Turtle.

D145 OPTICAL ARTS UNPACK
Good demo compilation includes the FRACTAL FLIGHT II Demo.
Great stuffs.

D147 MEGA MIXED 10 UNPACK
10 good demo compilation includes REBEL, COMPLEXT, VEXTREA ect
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D148 FS MEGA 4 DEMO UNPACK
4 Very goods demo collections,

D150 THE R.G.B KILLER UNPACK
Very funny short clips animation.

D152 THE ELECTRIC TOUCH UNPACK
Multi demo usual scroll vector ect.

D154 VIRTUAL ‘REAL EMPATHY‘ (2 d) UNPACK DISK A DISK B
Good multi demos with cartoon movies in between. also at
the end is a good shoot em up worth waiting for

D159 GIRLS & FIRE CRACKER UNPACK
Weird demo with digitized moving BOB

D161 SPACE BALL "SPASMOLYTIC" UNPACK
lot of new effect yet not seen on other amiga. Good demo.

D163 HARLEQUIN DEMO UNPACK
(not a game demo). written by a new group. with some digitised girlly
pic

D164 CREATURE COMFORT DEMO UNPACK

D166 TOP GUN DEMO UNPACK
demo base on the films

D168 SILENCE OF THE LAMB. UNPACK
simple demo base on the films.

D170 TERMINATOR III DEMO UNPACK
Great demo of Terminator travel to the cybernet HQ and destroy the
ED209 (from robocop what he doing here?). Note: Kickstart 2/3
TERMINATOR # crash at the very last exploding before the credit screen
run 94%

D172 CYPRUS EGO TRIP UNPACK
Very good demo lot of multipart, and some stunning effect eg realtime
rubber vector. good demo

D174 ACID MIX UNPACK
5 brillant aid track compilation geta it if you like aciid music

D176 Vision -REBEL LOGO UNPACK
Interesting effect demo from rebel

D178 Bass- SUBLIMINAL VISION UNPACK
Very weird Demo

D179 ACID ACID (new version) UNPACK
Another good Acid Demos great music

D180 CHEAP MOVIES CLIP UNPACK
4 movies clip taken from EREASURE, BEVERLY HILL COP , BAY WATCH,
and KYLIE videos (good)
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D182 OPTIUM RESCUE CRISIS (Enhanced version) UNPACK
Excellent animated cartoon/comic story about an alien hunting trip
brillant sound effect & animation

D183 LIQUID REFLEXT DEMO UNPACK
got to be the most stunning graphic demo ever get it.

D184 3D DEMO III UNPACK
Amust for fan of 3D demo & Special effect

D185 HARD LINE DEMO UNPACK

>>>>>>>>
D186 VECTOR DANCE 2 UNPACK

Like vector anim then you will love this disk it contained pure Vector
anim. Excellent

D187 DIGITAL COMPLEXITY UNPACK
Another well worth getting demo with a mixture of every thing Eg R T/
plasma ect.

D188 PEACE OF MIND UNPACK
Bug me why it call peace of mind?.But this is a brillant demo, With some
excellent vector startrek anim, Coke anim, much much more

D189 IN THE KITCHEN DEMO UNPACK
Why it is the demo with the silly name are the best. this is no
exception another excellent demo that will strech your amiga to the
limit.

D190 SOFTWARE FAILURE UNPACK
Usual demo stuff but this disk is well above the rest for quality.

D191 CONTINENTAL TEC DANCE UNPACK
An other great demo that worth in anybody demo collection.

D192 CAT DEMO UNPACK
No this demo is not all about cat. It an excellent multi part demo
with superd graphic very highly rated in amiga format

D193 DARK DEMO UNPACK
Want a mega demo> you have found it brillant multipart deom that will
stretch your amiga and sweat out of the cpu 65802 get this now.

D194 HIP HOP HATER UNPACK
Very good demo even it include a HAM demo that gobsmack how they do it

D195 TRACKMO UNPACK
Another Vector base demo. but very good.

D196 DOLLY MIXED UNPACK
7 good demo compilation include Nemeses/ Crack intro ect.

D198 ROSEBUD (TOO FUNK) UNPACK
Ever wish to see the programer who write all thoose excellent demo?
Well this is a slideshow/demo of all the well know demo maker group
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attend the 92 party.

D199 DISKNET RYTENA (2 DISK) UNPACK DISK DISK
Excellent demo it include 8 brillant music track which at the moment
playing while I wrote this. Also there are 4 small games Worm/
hit n sink, Netris and airduel for you to play while listen to the
great music. well recommend * * * * *. by the way it should have been
in the music section but the program insit it a demo?

D201 FARTS demo UNPACK
This should not be in our collection but it some body mighty find it
amouse (not me). what it contant is 10 sample of (yep you guess it)FART

D203 HIDDEN DEMO UNPACK
Cant see a thing because it hidden. (I lie again) it a usual mega
demo.

D204 ANDROMEDA DOS UNPACK
Yep you guess it it a demo based on the Amiga DOS window. quite
simply brillant

D205 CDA LIMLIGHT UNPACK
another very good demo base on usual bob/vector ect

D206 ANALOGUE UNPACK
It should be digital now (guess it!) .. nope it usual mega demo.

D211 DEVIL NO REALITY UNPACK
Excelent demo include plasma/realtime fractal ect

D213 PLASMA-TRONIC UNPACK
. Quite good demo base on plasma with user selectable. if you happen do

not know what is plasma. well it one of the pretties animated multies
colour pattern seen on the screen

D215 FRACTAL DEMO UNPACK
Fractal fan get this this is a realtime calculate demo better than
slide show.

D216 1999- 7- SENSE UNPACK
Quite good demo include some excleent Sprite animation.

D218 SCREAM (2disk) UNPACK DISK A DISK B
Very good Two disk multipart demo very nicely put together.

D220 HALF-BRAINS (2disk) UNPACK DISK A DISK B
Excellent 2 disk demo that does show what your amiga can do.

D221 CRYONIC MEGA DEMO UNPACK
Great Multi part demo include a lot of multi colour vector & 3D object
..excellent include the MADONA (who that girl) ect. Note the last demo
require 1mb of chip ram

D222 ANACHY DEMO UNPACK
Compilation of 5 excellent multipart demo. Great for show off the amiga
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speed/sound/graphic recommend

D223 SKIZZO DEMO (2disk) UNPACK DISK A DISK B
If you like Techno demo then this 2 disk is for you load of great
multipart demo * * * * *

D227 LIGHT DEMO UNPACK
Not quite as good as other demo but good atempt.

D228 THE SICKNESS SIMUALTOR UNPACK
Weir demo this it consit of 10 sample of ssick/cough ect Even on
the disk it suggest you to phone your boss and use one of the sick
sound to let your boss know you sick. Weird

D229 EQUINOX DEMO (2DISK) UNPACK DISK A DISK B
Great demo include lot of high quality pic/logo & some comic

D231 ABSOLUTE VECTOR UNPACK
Absolute amazing Vector base disk demo. simply amazing vector route
morph ect show this to your ST owner

D232 RAZER REVINAL UNPACK
Another stunning vector base demo

D234 SILENCE EXPOSE (2DISK) UNPACK DISK A DISK B
Superb 2 disk demo with load of part.

D240 ANARCHY UNPACK
Brillant demo include stunning fly through the city sequence ect and
load of other demo. * * * * * recomend

D241 QUARTZ DEMO UNPACK
Super demo with some excellent animation

D242 LEATHAL FOR MURDER UNPACK
Another brillant vector/3d base demo

D244 VECTOR UP YOUR ARSE UNPACK
Really stupid name but a great demo base on Vector (ed. what else)

D251 MANGA WORLD...........Brillant manga slideshow
D252 JAPANESE LANGUAGE 1...learn how to speak JAPANESE
D253 SUNTEAM GG ESWAT .....ESWAT GAMES
D255 TROOP JUGERNORT 1.....STORY & GAMES
D256 MANGA WORLD 2 ......MORE MANGA SLIDE SHOW
D257 sunteam quiz ......Quiz
D258 MAKE IT SO EASY. ......guess

D261 FONTIER (ALL AMIGA) UNPACK
If you have never bought demo before or want a brillant demo then get
this fantastic demo of a SPACE CRAFT BEING chase through lot of scenery
from space to earth city to hyper space. all animation are in 3d and
total beliveable 3d fill vector.
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D266 SPACE BALL STATE OF THE ART UNPACK
suitable for all Amiga

D267 ALPHA OMEGA 2 UNPACK
BRILLANT vector animation of a train going through tunnel, police
chase a ferrari through the city ect. simply amazing.

D268 MIND RIOT DEMO UNPACK
More vector & ray trace graphic.

D269 DIGITAL UNPACK
Another brillant demo with superb effect.

D270 SANITY WORLD OF COMMODORE + UNPACK
I like this, lot of rotaing mega big graphic & Some stunning new
effect that yet seen on the amiga . RECOMMEND

D271 VANISHING WORLD OF COMMODORE UNPACK
ANother brillant demo that really show the power of the AMIGA. RECOMMEND

D272 SPACE BALL 2 Nine finger) (2disk) UNPACK DISK A DISK B
Got to be the best demo of 94 yet. load of girl & great rave musics.
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